DAEL Productions - Agreement

All productions using Digital Arts Entertainment Lab (DAEL) equipment and resources must adhere to the following rules for credit:

1. The finished product must have a front-end credit lasting at least 3 seconds with:
   - One image stating "In conjunction with".
   - Followed by a second image stating "Digital Arts Entertainment Lab" and the logo (which we will send a digital copy of upon request).

2. The same credit must be evident in all publicity materials including websites, press releases, newspaper articles…with the wording:

   In conjunction with Digital Arts Entertainment Lab" and the logo. This includes posters, web sites, press releases and the like.

3. DAEL reserves the right to:
   - Screen before release.
   - Make any and all use of the project in its entirety or parts in DAEL publicity.
   - Request production stills for DAEL publicity.

4) You must provide DAEL a high quality master of the final project in one of the following formats: Beta, DV, DVD.